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Abstract 
Light dark matter is a hypothesized form of dark matter in the 1 MeV to 1 GeV mass range. The                    
Light Dark Matter eXperiment (LDMX) is an upcoming experiment to test the existence of light               
dark matter, by colliding an electron beam with a tungsten target and assembling a set of events                 
that potentially indicate the existence of light dark matter. The three main detector components              
of the LDMX are a set of trackers, an electromagnetic calorimeter, and a hadronic calorimeter,               
each of which gives a collection of variables that can be used to assemble criteria to select                 
potential dark matter events. The optimal selection criteria for a 4 GeV beam have already been                
established by the LDMX collaboration, but a higher beam energy will be used at later stages of                 
the LDMX project, since higher energies provide better sensitivity. This thesis is the first step in                
exploring the creation of a viable set of selection criteria for the LDMX at an upgraded beam                 
energy of 8 GeV. This was done by first achieving an understanding of the existing 4 GeV                 
selection criteria, and then exploring new possibilities for additional selection criteria. A sample             
of ~17 million of the most difficult background events and ~1 million signal events was               
assembled, and a procedure was devised for creating a set of selection criteria that can reject all                 
background events while maintaining a high signal efficiency. The final selection criteria for this              
exploration are: an electromagnetic calorimeter energy under 6274 MeV, an hadronic calorimeter            
energy under 15 MeV, a number of readout hits in the electromagnetic calorimeter less than 106,                
and a single recoil electron track. The signal efficiencies are: 83.77% for 1 MeV, 81.88% for 10                 
MeV, 71.26% for 100 MeV, and 67.26% for 1000 MeV dark matter mediator masses. 
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Introduction 
 Dark matter is a theorized form of matter thought to make up 85% of all matter in the                  
universe. Despite its abundance, little is known of what it actually is, and humanity's quest to                1

create and/or identify it has so far only yielded negative results. Most theories of dark matter                
postulate that it is composed of a yet undiscovered form of subatomic particles.[1] The majority of                
projects search for dark matter that can be classified as WIMPs - Weakly Interacting Massive               
Particles. Most of these projects aim to find dark matter with a mass between 1 GeV – 1 TeV.                   
However, an expedition into a neighboring realm - the realm of Light Dark Matter, which lies in                 
the mass range of 1 MeV – 1 GeV - has not really been done before. 

The Light Dark Matter eXperiment (LDMX) is an upcoming multi-stage experiment in            
the design and development phase, intended to determine whether dark matter exists within this              
mass range.[1] It does so by colliding electrons from an electron beam with tungsten nuclei in a                 
thin target, and then digitally reconstructing these collisions using detectors. This way, it hopes              
to find interactions where dark matter is created. The energy of the beam plays an important role                 
in how the events evolve, with higher energies creating lower rates for some backgrounds, and               
making it harder to mimic dark matter signatures for some other backgrounds. In the first stage                
(Phase I), the beam energy will be 4 GeV. In the second stage (Phase II), the beam energy will be                    
8 GeV. The exact benefits of this energy increase will be investigated in this paper.  

The data set of the experiment for Phase I is going to be a set of 4 × 1014 incident                    
electrons on target (EoT).[1] For Phase II, this increases to up to 1016 EoT. This set will be sorted                   
through, and events that closely resemble a dark matter creation event will be chosen. The               
criteria for selecting these events from a 4 GeV sample have already been optimised by the                
LDMX team.[2] This paper aims to find adequate selection criteria for an 8 GeV sample. 

Background 

The Standard Model and its limitations 
According to the Standard Model of particle physics, matter is made up of three              

generations of quarks and leptons. Interactions between quarks and leptons are mediated by             
bosons. The Standard Model describes three fundamental forces: the strong force, which is             
mediated by gluons and acts only on gluons and quarks, the weak force, which acts on all quarks                  
and leptons and is mediated by W and Z bosons, and the electromagnetic force, which acts on all                  

1 Best estimates show the universe consists of 26.8 % dark matter and 4.9% regular matter,[3] so 
26.8/(26.8+4.9) = 85%. 
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charged particles and is mediated by photons. The Higgs boson is responsible for giving particles               
mass, but does not belong to any force.[4] 

While the Standard Model has been remarkably successful in providing experimental           
predictions,[5] it fails at explaining several important cosmological phenomena, such as the            
presence of hidden mass within galaxies, gravitational lensing effects, and structure formation            
processes in the universe.[6] The hidden mass within galaxies is a consistent observation that the               
stars in outer parts of most galaxies spin faster than the galaxy's apparent mass would allow, and                 
that there must be more hidden mass towards their outer areas. The hidden mass in gravitational                
lensing effects comes from the observation that light is bent significantly more in certain mass               
clusters than their apparent mass would permit. The presence of hidden mass in galactic              
formation processes is attributed to the fact that, inside computer simulations of the universe,              
galaxies cannot form as early as they should. 

Dark matter 
To explain these phenomena, the existence of dark matter (DM) was proposed, which             

postulates that the hidden mass originates from yet unknown particles that do not interact              
electromagnetically, but do interact gravitationally. This way, the hidden mass can be explained,             
and the quantity of dark matter in the universe was estimated to be 27% of the universe's energy                  
and 85% of the universe's mass.[3] 

A promising theory for the origin of dark matter is that DM is a thermal relic formed                 
during the early stages of the universe. In this theory, dark matter particles can have masses in                 
the MeV to 100 TeV range and must have some small non-gravitational interaction with ordinary               
matter. The existence of any such interactions not only means that dark matter can be directly                
detected, but also that it can be produced in particle accelerators. Many experiments have been               
made to directly detect naturally-occurring dark matter. Other experiments have also been made             
that detect fragments made up of normal matter left over from cosmic dark matter annihilation.               
Even the LHC and LEP have attempted to create dark matter. However, these experiments were               
primarily tuned to finding DM with a mass above 1 GeV, and weren't particularly sensitive to                
masses below. So far, these experiments have only yielded stringent exclusion of possible dark              
matter models with over 1 GeV mass, and no confirmations of the existence of any dark matter. 

Light dark matter and its production 
While a large majority of possible WIMP models have been excluded, models for light              

dark matter (LDM), where "light" refers to the MeV to GeV region, remain mostly unexplored.               
Several new experiments have been created or are being designed to explore these models, such               
as NA64,[7] SHiP,[8] and LDMX.[1] 
In the LDM scenarios considered for the LDMX, dark matter or a dark matter mediator is created                 
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directly from Standard Model matter. In the main benchmark model of the LDMX, this happens               
when an electron undergoes a “dark bremsstrahlung” process with a heavy nucleus. There are              
two ways this could happen: directly, which produces a dark matter pair χχ, or through the                
production and decay of a mediator particle, called a dark photon A'. The mass of dark matter is                  
commonly denoted by mχ, and the mass of a dark photon is denoted by mA', and will be used                   
extensively in this thesis. Figure (1) shows the two possible processes in which this happens. The                
LDMX can also test other models with different DM creation processes that have similar results               
to the main benchmark model. 

 
Figure(1): The creation of a dark matter pair χχ directly (a) and the creation of a dark matter χχ 

pair through a mediator Α' (b)[14] 

 

Much like regular photons, dark photons do not interact via the strong or weak force.               
However, unlike regular photons, dark photons have mass, and do not interact            
electromagnetically. This means that in a dark matter event, the dark photon will carry away at                
least its mass equivalent in energy, and usually more. And since it cannot be detected               
electromagnetically, or via the strong or weak force, it can't be practically detected at all.               
Therefore, looking at such an event, an observer would clearly see energy disappear into              
nothingness. This is called the missing energy. Additionally, since momentum is conserved in a              
collision, but the dark photon left the interaction with a momentum in a specific direction, the                
recoiling electron must have an equivalent and opposite momentum, which can be measured.             
The momentum carried away by the DM is called the missing momentum. 

Design of the LDMX 
The LDMX setup consists of an electron beam, a target, and several layers of detectors.               

While there are several potential beamlines the LDMX could be attached to, the primary              
candidate is the LCLS-II at SLAC.[1][9] For the LCLS-II, the electron beam has a relatively low                
current of 108 electrons/sec, and a relatively high bunch repetition rate of approximately 40              
MHz. This is so that only one electron hits the target for each event. The LCLS-II can run at 4                    
GeV, but with the LCLS-II HE upgrade, this could be increased to 8 GeV. Figure (2) shows the                  
entire LDMX setup. 
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Figure (2): The LDMX setup.[15] 

 
The first layer is the tagging tracker, which consists of six modules that are immersed in a                 

1.5 Tesla magnetic field. These modules are double-sided silicon microstrips, which have a             
horizontal resolution of 6 μm, and are arranged in 10 cm intervals. The tagging tracker is used to                  
identify the exact momentum of incoming electrons, and filter out any off-energy electrons.  

After passing the tagging tracker, the electrons hit the target, which is 350 micron thick               
and made of tungsten. This corresponds to 10% of a radiation length, which should provide a                
reasonable balance between maximizing the signal rate and minimizing multiple scattering.           
Nevertheless, the target is easy to change, so different materials and thicknesses may also be               
used. 

After hitting the target, the recoil electron and other interaction remnants fly through the              
recoil tracker. The recoil tracker consists of several modules, the first 4 being identical to the                
tagging tracker modules, but spaced 7.5 mm apart. However, the last two recoil tracker modules               
are different, being larger and consisting of six standard p+-in-n silicon microstrip sensors each.              
The recoil tracker is designed to best identify low-momentum 50 MeV to 1.2 GeV electrons, but                
it also helps to reject multi-particle backgrounds. 

After the recoil tracker comes the electromagnetic calorimeter (Ecal), which detects           
mainly the electrons, photons, and most other charged particles that were created during the              
collision. It is a sampling calorimeter, and consists of 32 layers of detectors, with each layer                
having 7 hexagonal detector plates. Each plate consists of 4 component layers. The first              
component layer is a W-Cu baseplate. The second is with a gold-kapton insulator. Third is a high                 
granularity 0.5 mm silicon sensor, with a granularity of 432 pads, each of area 0.52 cm2. The                 
final component layer is a printed circuit board that houses the electronics needed for the               
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functioning of each plate. The entire Ecal is 40 radiation lengths deep, so while runaway               
electromagnetic showers can happen, they are extremely rare. 

Finally, the hadronic calorimeter (Hcal) detects any neutral hadrons, minimum ionising           
particles (such as muons), and the very rare electromagnetic showers that escape the Ecal. The               
Hcal itself is also a sampling calorimeter, and consists of close to 100 layers. Each layer has                 
scintillator bars of dimensions 2 m x 50 mm x 15 mm, made up of doped polystyrene, attached to                   
a 25 mm thick sheet of steel absorber. When a particle hits the absorber, it creates secondary                 
charged particles, which then hit the scintillator. The scintillator produces photons as a result,              
which are collected via a wavelength-shifting fiber in each bar. These fibers route the photons               
into a silicon photo-multiplier, which creates photoelectrons that can be counted by the current              
they induce. While a certain design of the hadronic calorimeter is used in the simulations in this                 
paper, the exact geometry and layout of the final Hcal is still being optimised. Figure (3) shows                 
the entire LDMX, and a human for scale. 
  

 
Figure (3): The LDMX, and a human for scale. The magnet is highlighted in red, and the striped 

grey cube is the Hcal. The trackers are inside the magnet, and the Ecal is fully encased by the 
Hcal.[16]  

 
 

Simulating events in the LDMX 
In order to understand the data that the LDMX will generate, a clear understanding of the                

particle interactions inside the LDMX must be achieved. Additionally, one must also carefully             
investigate how the device presents the data, and what can be inferred from it. To do this,                 
simulations are run, and their output analysed. The simulations are done using an in-house              
program called LIGT, which stands for LDMX Interface to GEANT4 Toolkit. As the name              
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suggests, it is primarily based on GEANT4,[2][10] but also includes features adopted from             
GDML,[2][11] Madgraph,[2][12] and ROOT.[2][13] The simulations consist of three stages.  

In the first stage, the interaction between the incoming electron and the target is              
simulated. This is done in GEANT4 for non-dark matter events, and Madgraph for dark matter               
events. The events generated by Madgraph are then interfaced to GEANT4 using LHE files.[1] 

In the second stage, the interaction between all the created particles and the detector is               
simulated. This is done entirely in GEANT4. 

The third stage of the simulation is reconstructing the event based on what the detector               
can detect. At this stage, the detector hits are digitised, noise is added, and basic track finding is                  
performed. This yields a result that closely matches the data that the physical detector would               
show.  

The result of the simulation then has to be analysed. This is done using a ROOT                
enhanced Python program. The program identifies tracks and categorises photonuclear          
backgrounds, and also prepares the data for plotting. A final Python program applies the              
selection criteria, and plots the results. While both Python programs were written by the LDMX               
collaboration, the programs have been enhanced and modified as part of this thesis. New features               
include: the implementation of logging Hcal energy, calculation of efficiencies, plotting up to 5              
variables, and streamlining the plotting process.  

 

Signal events 
Within the framework of the LDMX, a dark matter event occurs when a beam electron               

interacts with a target nucleus via a theorized "dark bremsstrahlung" process. This way, most of               
the energy of the electron is carried away by either a dark matter mediator particle or a dark                  
matter particle pair. This allows a relatively clean detection of the single recoiling electron in the                
electromagnetic calorimeter. In the vast majority of cases, the dark matter will carry away more               
than half of the electron's initial energy.  

The mass of a dark matter mediator in this experiment could be anywhere between 1               
MeV and 1 GeV. This mass plays an important role in how the event evolves. Larger masses                 
tend to deflect their mother electrons more than lower masses, which causes more deflected              
electron tracks. However, they also carry away more energy in the form of dark matter, so they                 
deposit less energy into the detector overall. Therefore, simulations are run for multiple             
scenarios, with the mass of the DM mediator being: 1 MeV, 10 MeV, 100 MeV, and 1 GeV. This                   
way, the behavior of DM in its whole mass range is sufficiently accounted for. 
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Background events 
There are several main types of background events that have to be considered for the               

LDMX. These are: beam impurities, electrons that don't interact with the target, hard             
bremsstrahlung in the target or the Ecal, electro-nuclear interactions in the target or Ecal, and               
neutrino backgrounds.  

The beam impurities can be effectively filtered by the tagging tracker. The            
non-target-interacting electrons can be easily filtered by the recoil tracker, and the Ecal. The              
neutrino backgrounds happen rarely enough to be insignificant at Phase 1 of the LDMX. The               
more difficult to reject background events fall into the category of hard bremsstrahlung and              
electro-nuclear interactions.  

In hard bremsstrahlung, a high-energy photon is created when the incoming electron's            
path is heavily bent by a nucleus. This photon can then undergo five particularly noteworthy               
interactions: It can simply be detected by the electromagnetic calorimeter, it can undergo             
conversion in the target or Ecal and produce an e-e+ pair or a e-e+e- trident, it can undergo a                   
photonuclear reaction, or convert to a μ-μ+ pair. The first interaction can be easily vetoed as long                 
as both the photon and recoiling electron's energies are detected, which the LDMX is well               
equipped to do. The e-e+ and e-e+e- backgrounds should produce several tracks when created in               
the target, or deposit energy into the Ecal when they are created inside the Ecal, so in both cases                   
they can be easily identified and vetoed. μ-μ+ pair conversions in the target can be rejected by                 
capping the number of tracks.[1] If the μ-μ+ conversion happens in the Ecal, the Hcal can still veto                  
the event, since even muons deposit a large number of hits well above the Hcal's noise level.                 
Additionally, the Ecal has a high granularity, so the μ-μ+ would leave a distinct track in the                 
Ecal.[2] 

The most difficult background to veto is when the photon undergoes a photonuclear             
reaction inside the Ecal. Such interactions have a very large range of possible outcomes, and               
some of them are particularly hard to veto. Usually, free protons, neutrons, pions, kaons, and               
exotic nuclear fragments are produced. In the case of 4 GeV in Phase I, this event occurs at a                   
relative rate of 1.7*10-5 per incident electron, so in a sample of 4 × 1014 electrons, there will be                   
6.8 billion background events. For the case of 8 GeV in Phase II, this is expected to occur at a                    
smaller rate, but given a larger sample size, a few billion events are still anticipated. Therefore,                
billions of simulations of photonuclear reactions have been assembled by the LDMX team, and              
this paper only focuses on photonuclear backgrounds originating in the Ecal. Given the limited              
scope of this paper, a sample of 17 million photonuclear events is used, which represents about                
1% of all the photonuclear events simulated. 
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Difference between signal and photonuclear background events 
For signal events, the recoil electron has a significantly lower energy than the beam              

energy, and it has a noticeable transverse momentum. This manifests itself in the Ecal showing a                
lower energy than the beam energy, and the trackers noticing a significant transverse momentum. 

Photonuclear events, on the other hand, will not necessarily have a significantly lower             
energy. The photonuclear events without a significant energy carried by the photon are trivial to               
veto, and therefore only photonuclear events with a significant amount of energy in the photon               
are considered and simulated. Nevertheless, even these events tend to have a lower transverse              
momentum than the signal events.  

The most notable difference, however, is that only the photonuclear background has            
deposits in the Hcal, and signal events should have no Hcal interactions at all. Figure (4) shows a                  
simplified design of the LDMX, and how a signal event behaves inside the LDMX compared to                
certain photon-background events. 
 

 
Figure (4): The conceptual design of the LDMX and how it behaves during an event where a 

dark matter pair is created (left), and an event where a photonuclear and muon pair background 
occurs (right). [17] 

Assembling a set of signal candidates 
After Phase I of the LDMX, a total of 4 × 1014 events will have been collected. After                  

Phase II, up to 1016. For each phase, these events will be sorted through, and the easily                 
recognisable background events will be quickly discarded. What will remain depends on whether             
LDM that the LDMX is designed to detect exists or not. If it exists, there will be a set of events                     
that consist almost entirely of signal and photonuclear events. If it doesn't, then only              
photonuclear events will remain. For most of the events in either scenario, it will not necessarily                
be certain whether they are signal or photonuclear events. However, statistical tendencies will             
still apply, so applying a certain set of criteria will remove the majority of background events                
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while not removing as many signal events - if they exist. These criteria are called the selection                 
criteria. The selection criteria are obtained by creating a mixed sample of signal simulation              
events and photonuclear simulation events, trying out a wide combination of criteria, and finally              
selecting the one that yields the best signal/background efficiency ratio. The selection criteria for              
4 GeV has already been established by the LDMX collaboration,[2] and the selection criteria for 8                
GeV will be investigated for this paper. 

Analysis 
The aim of this paper is to establish a specific set of selection criteria that can veto most                  

photonuclear backgrounds, while maintaining a good signal efficiency for an upgraded 8 GeV             
electron beam. Therefore, in this section, comparisons between 4 and 8 GeV backgrounds will be               
made, followed by 4 and 8 GeV signals. Then, the procedure for finding the best selection                
criteria will be explained, followed by an explanation of each selection criteron. After this              
section, the results will be presented and discussed 

The quality of a set of selection criteria can be measured using its signal and background                
efficiency, and the signal-to-background efficiency ratio. The reason the number of signal events             
is not compared directly to the number of background events is because it is unknown how many                 
signal events will occur - if any. Signal efficiency gives the percentage of signal events that                
remain after discarding all signal events that do not fit the criteria. The same logic applies to                 
background efficiency. Signal-to-background efficiency ratio is simply the signal efficiency          
divided by background efficiency. In cases where there are no background events, only signal              
efficiency can be used. 

While there is only one type of background to consider, the mass of the dark matter                
mediator (mA') could be anywhere between 1 MeV to 1 GeV. Therefore, to cover the full range at                  
an appropriate resolution, there are 4 scenarios considered: a mA' of 1 MeV, 10 MeV, 100 MeV,                 
and 1 GeV.  

The histograms that are used have been normalized, so that the integral of each plot is                
equal to one. This allows for visual comparison between different sized samples, since there are               
17 million background events, but only 200 to 400 thousand signal events for each mA mass'.  

Comparison between 4 GeV and 8 GeV Backgrounds 
The increase in energy leads to a change in the observed background. As expected, the 8                

GeV events penetrate deeper into the calorimeters, more energy is deposited into the Ecal, and               
the particles themselves have proportionately more kinetic energy. Some less obvious           
consequences are that for higher energies, the particles disperse at a smaller angle, more              
photonuclear reactions occur, and more kinds of particles are created. Figure set (5) shows each               
of these differences in the order they were mentioned. 
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Figure set (5): Orange signifies background events for 8 GeV beam electrons, and blue signifies background events 
for 4 GeV beam electrons. Top left figure shows the average layer depth the Ecal showers reach. Top right shows 

the energy deposited in the Ecal. Middle left figure shows the kinetic energy for the most energetic particle. Middle 
right shows the recoil electron's angular dispersion θ. Bottom left shows the number of photons undergoing a 

photonuclear reaction. Bottom right shows the types of final states occurring in each event. "Nothing hard" indicates 
that no final states had a kinetic energy over 200 MeV. Every other state denotes particles with over 200 MeV. 1n, 

2n, and ≥ 3n denotes only neutrons being created. 1π and 2π denote positive pions being created, while 1π0 denotes a 
neutral pion being created. 1π 1N denotes one positive pion and one nuclide, 1p dentoes one proton, and 2N denotes 
2 nuclides. Exotic denotes events with particles that are neither nuclides nor positive and neutral pions. Multi-body 

denotes events where a combination of these types occur. 
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Comparison between 4 GeV and 8 GeV Signals 
Since the selection criteria have already been chosen for 4 GeV, and the selection              

criterion for the Ecal energy is 1.5 GeV, the 4 GeV signal generation software has been modified                 
so as to not generate recoil electrons above 2 GeV, since they would be discarded anyway.                
Therefore, there is a cutoff present at 2 GeV in the 4 GeV simulation samples, but no cutoff is                   
present in the 8 GeV simulation samples. Nevertheless, a comparison can still be made, and the                
results have a similar conclusion to the background comparisons. Namely, the higher energy             
leads to deeper hits, more energy deposited into the Ecal, and a lower recoil angle. Figure set (6)                  
shows this.  

 

 
Figure set (6): Red signifies signal events for 4 GeV beam electrons, and blue signifies signal 
events for 8 GeV beam electrons. Darker colors signify heavier mA'. Top left figure shows the 
average layer depth the Ecal showers reach. Top right shows the energy deposited in the Ecal. 
Bottom left figure shows the kinetic energy for the most energetic particle. Bottom right shows 

the energy of the recoil electron, with the 2 GeV cutoff being especially apparent. 
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Selection criteria 
The selection criteria for 4 GeV have already been established.[2] There are 4 main              

selection criteria: the energy deposited in the electromagnetic calorimeter, the number of tracks             
in the event, the maximum number of photoelectrons produced in a single scintillator bar in the                
hadronic calorimeter, and a confidence value assigned by a boosted decision tree (which is a               
machine learning program). 

Selection criteria optimisation 
While the very best selection criteria could only be obtained by trying out every possible               

variant and choosing the one with the best result, this is computationally not feasible within the                
scope of this project. The second best option is to use a boosted decision tree (BDT), which is                  
unfortunately unavailable for this project. The remaining option is to optimize using human             
decision making.  

This procedure consists of choosing an initial loose set of selection criteria, and adding              
more criteria based on what appears to improve the efficiency ratio the most, with the final added                 
criteria almost or completely eliminating all the backgrounds. This method is applied several             
times with different initial criteria. The most successful attempt is then chosen. In the case that                
complementary criteria exist, both are applied, and balanced so as to reach best results. Finally,               
each one of the selection criteria is loosened as much as possible so as to still reject all                  
backgrounds. The combination of criteria that result in the highest 1 MeV signal efficiency is               
then chosen as the final criteria. The reason for optimizing for 1 MeV signals is that 1 MeV mA'                   
events are the most difficult to separate from background events, and they are also the most                
sensitive to the selection criteria that can be optimized.  

Energy deposited in the electromagnetic calorimeter 
In a signal event, part of the energy of the original beam electron is carried away by dark                  

matter. The more energy it carries away, the greater the certainty that dark matter was created.                
Additionally, the most frequent photonuclear background events deposit relatively high levels of            
energy into the Ecal. This is illustrated in Figure (7) 
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Figure (7): The energy deposited into the Ecal, with background events shown in orange, and 
signal events shown in blue, for the cases of 1, 10, 100, and 1000 MeV DM mediator at an 8 

GeV beam. Darker blue represents a heavier mA'. 
 

The Ecal energy selection criteria is so far the only trigger in the LDMX. This means that                 
any events that do not pass it are automatically discarded without even being recorded, which               
eases the load on the data acquisition buffer on the LDMX. 

After thorough optimisation, taking into account multiple possible DM masses, an energy            
deposit of at most 1.5 GeV was chosen as a trigger criterion for the 4 GeV beam by the LDMX                    
collaboration.  

Adapting this to an 8 GeV beam, but keeping the criterion at 1.5 GeV, a signal efficiency                 
of 87.1% is achieved for 1 GeV DM, but only 35.1% for 1 MeV DM, while having a background                   
efficiency of 0.0584%.[Appendix A.1]  

Using a 3 GeV criterion - which means the ratio between the beam energy and the                
selection criterion's energy is kept the same - we get a signal efficiency of 97.1% for 1 GeV DM,                   
but only 59.3% for 1 MeV DM, while having a background efficiency of 1.29%.[Appendix A.1]  

In order to help find the optimal Ecal energy selection criterion, the efficiencies can be               
plotted as a function of the Ecal energy criterion. Figure (8) shows the full range of efficiencies                 
as a function of the Ecal energy selection criterion. Unfortunately, the plot has limited use when                
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also applying additional selection criteria, but it is informative of the rejection power of the Ecal                
trigger veto. A 5 GeV cut, for example, would automatically filter about 90% of photonuclear               
background events, while still preserving at least 80% of signal events. 

 
Figure (8): The background and signal efficiency for various mA', as a function of the selection 

criterion of energy deposited into the electromagnetic calorimeter, for an 8 GeV beam.  
 

Number of tracks 
In a signal event, there should only be a single track present - one left by the recoiling                  

electron. If there are more, that means that additional interactions took place during the event.               
These interactions pollute a clear picture, and are therefore discarded. In some cases, no track is                
detected at all, which means that the recoil electron's path remains unknown. These are also               
discarded, since essential information is missing. Therefore, the selection criterion for the            
number of tracks is "1 track." Applying this selection criterion leaves a signal efficiency of 94%                
for 1 MeV, 85% for 10 MeV, 73% for 100 MeV, and 68% for 1000 MeV mA'

[Appendix A.2]. This is                    
because heavier dark matter deflects its mother electron at a larger angle, and will more               
frequently deflect at an angle extreme enough to not be picked up by the recoil tracker, leaving                 
no electron track. The tendency of heavier mA' events to deflect at a larger angle can be seen well                   
in the bottom left figure of Figure set (6). Figure (9) shows the distribution of the number of                  
tracks for the background and each mA'. Since having a single recoil electron track is such a                 
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fundamental selection criterion, the rest of the analysis will be carried out with the single track                
criterion as a basis.  

 

 
Figure (9): The number of tracks for each mA' and background. Background events are in orange, 

while signal events are in blue, with darker colors indicating a heavier mA'. 

Hadronic calorimeter veto 
In theory, the hadronic calorimeter should only signal an energy deposit when it is hit by                

particles that got past the Ecal. This would mean that a signal event where only dark matter is                  
created should not have any energy deposited in the hadronic calorimeter. Unfortunately,            
calorimeters are affected by random noise, so a few photoelectrons will be registered, even when               
nothing hits the calorimeter.  

For a 4 GeV beam, it was found that a limit of a maximum of 4 photoelectrons emerging                  
from any bar is optimal.[2] This selection is called the maximum number of photoelectrons, or               
maxPE for short. Using an 8 GeV beam with the same selection criteria, an interesting               
development can be seen: no background events remain with an Ecal energy under 5 GeV. In                
fact, the same phenomenon can be seen up until a maximum of 7 photoelectrons. Figure set (10)                 
shows how no background events remain under Ecal energy 5 GeV when plotted with these               
selection criteria. 
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Figure set (10): the Ecal energy for events with a single electron track, at maximum 

photoelectron selection criteria <5 (left) and <8 (right). Background events are in orange, while 
signal events are in blue, with darker colors indicating a heavier mA'. Of special interest is the 

lack of background events under 5 GeV. 
 

Applying the selection criteria of only one recoil track, a maximum Ecal energy of 5               
GeV, and less than a maximum of 8 photoelectrons, a signal efficiency of 77.6% for 1 MeV,                 
77.7% for 10 MeV, 67.8% for 100 MeV, and 64.1% for 1000 MeV mA' is obtained[Appendix A.3].                 
This is contrasted with a complete elimination of the background for the sample this paper is                
working with. While this is a possible solution, it is possible to increase the signal efficiency                
while still maintaining no background by using additional selection criteria. 

There is yet another useful measurement that the Hcal can make. This is the overall               
energy deposited in the Hcal. While it is more susceptible to noise, it is distinctly different from                 
the maximum number of photoelectrons, and thus gives a different set of information. Setting a               
selection criteria of a single track and energy deposited in the Hcal under 10 MeV, a similar                 
observation emerges as with filtering by the maximum number of photoelectrons (maxPE).            
Namely, it is that events under 5 GeV Ecal energy disappear, as can be seen in Figure (11).                  
While the background efficiency is clearly worse in this case, with 4.00% as opposed to 1.73%                
in the case of under 5 photoelectrons, the selection criterion of Hcal energy will be beneficial                
when choosing more complicated selection criteria. This is because the Hcal energy criterion has              
a complimentary effect to the maxPE criterion when it has larger values. This can be seen really                 
well in Figure (12) with the Hcal energy plot for maxPE < 14, where it is possible to make the                    
cut Hcal energy < 13 MeV without any loss to signal while discarding a good chunk of                 
background events. 
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Figure (11): the Ecal energy for events with less than 10 MeV deposited in the Hcal. Background 
events are in orange, while signal events are in blue, with darker colors indicating a heavier mA'. 

 

  
Figure(12):  The Hcal energy distribution for  events with less than 6 GeV deposited in the Ecal, 
a single electron track, and a maximum number of 13 photoelectrons. Background events are in 
orange, while signal events are in blue, with darker colors indicating a heavier mA'. Of special 

interest is the possibility to make an Hcal energy cut at 13 MeV, which allows discarding a good 
chunk of background events without discarding any signal events. 

Boosted decision tree 
For the 4 GeV phase, a boosted decision tree was created, and thoroughly trained through               

machine learning to recognise signal events and discard background events. It based its decisions              
entirely on 12 variables obtained by the Ecal. The result of this program is a single confidence                 
value that lies between 0 and 1 for each event. A value of 0.99 was chosen as a selection criteria.                    
Unfortunately, a boosted decision tree could not be trained in time for this project, so it is                 
currently not included as a selection criterion for the 8 GeV phase. However, the 12 variables                
that it based its decisions on can still be used to manually improve the selection criteria. A full                  
list and plots of these variables can be found in Appendix B. Out of these, 2 make a very visible                    
difference:  
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1. NReadoutHits: The total number of cells that were hit. 
2. SummedTightIso: The sum of energy from isolated Ecal cells. Isolated cells are cells that              

show a readout, but their neighbors do not.  
For both variables, photonuclear events tend to have a higher value.  

The benefit of using these variables can be seen by starting out with a relatively loose set of                  
selection criteria, such as a single recoil electron track, paired with an Ecal energy under 6 GeV                 
and maximum number of photoelectrons being under 20. Plotting the remaining events from             
these criteria, we can observe the potential of new selection criteria in Figure set (13). Of                
particular note is NReadoutHits, which when set to 145, allows for the exclusion of the vast                
majority of backgrounds at no loss of signal, and SummedTightIso, which when set at 1500               
MeV, allows for a very good exclusion of backgrounds at almost no signal loss. 

 
Figure set (13):  NReadoutHits and SummedTightIso, for selection criteria Ecal energy < 6 GeV, 
maximum number of photoelectrons < 40, and number of tracks = 1. Background events are in 

orange, while signal events are in blue, with darker colors indicating a heavier mA'. 
 

After applying both cuts, only 1 in 10 of the previous background events remained.              
Unfortunately, the other 10 BDT variables are rendered very inefficient for making additional             
cuts, some examples of which can be seen in Appendix B Figure (B.2). Therefore, they won't be                 
used. 

Results 
The procedure outlined in the selection criteria optimisation section was followed. 

The first step of the procedure was to start with a loose set of criteria. Five loose sets of initial                    
criteria were chosen, and each one had selection criteria added until no apparent improvement              
was left to be made. The results can be seen in Table (1). As trial #3 was the one that eliminated                     
all the backgrounds while maintaining a good efficiency, that one was chosen for further              
optimisation. 
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Trial # Initial selection criteria Final selection criteria 1 MeV mA' 
Signal efficiency 
(%) 

Background 
efficiency (%) 

Efficiency 
ratio 

1 maxPE<20, 
ecalEnergy<6000, 
nTrk==1 

NReadoutHits<125, 
hcalEnergy<14, maxPE<20, 
ecalEnergy<6000, nTrk==1 

86.16 0.00077 132000 

2 ecalEnergy<5000, 
nTrk==1 

hcalEnergy<11, maxPE<14, 
ecalEnergy<5000, nTrk==1 

78.06 0 NaN 

3 maxPE<10, 
ecalEnergy<6000, 
nTrk==1 

NReadoutHits<105, 
SummedTightIso<1300, 
maxPE<10, ecalEnergy<6000, 
nTrk==1 

81.52 0 NaN 

4 ecalEnergy<7000, 
nTrk==1 

NReadoutHits<110, 
hcalEnergy<12, maxPE<10, 
ecalEnergy<7000, nTrk==1 

84.94 0.00018 547000 

5 maxPE<10, 
ecalEnergy<6500, 
nTrk==1 

NReadoutHits<115, 
hcalEnergy<12, maxPE<10, 
ecalEnergy<6500, nTrk==1 

86.37 0.00013 791000 

Table (1): Initial and final selection criteria for each attempt, and resulting efficiencies. 
 

The next step is implementing complementary variables. Since maxPE and hcalEnergy           
can complement each other, and the selection criteria did not have hcalEnergy, maxPE was              
loosened in small steps while hcalEnergy was tightened. This was done incrementally until it              
stopped yielding additional signal efficiency while still maintaining no background. The final            
step is loosening each selection criteria while still maintaining zero background efficiency.            
Several criteria were loosened, and it was found that the criteria for maxPE and SummedTightIso               
could be loosened into infinity, and therefore eliminated. The final selection criteria were then              
reached. A breakdown of these steps can be seen in Table (2) 
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Optimization 
phase 

Selection criteria 1 MeV mA' Signal 
efficiency (%) 

10, 100 and 
1000 MeV mA' 
Signal 
efficiency (%) 

Initial NReadoutHits<105, SummedTightIso<1300, maxPE<10, 
ecalEnergy<6000, nTrk==1 

81.52 79.10 
68.66 
64.55 

MaxPE vs 
hcalE 

maxPE<20, hcalEnergy<100, NReadoutHits<105, 
SummedTightIso<1300, ecalEnergy<6000, nTrk==1 

82.07 79.79 
69.24 
65.42 

maxPE<30, hcalEnergy<22, NReadoutHits<105, 
SummedTightIso<1300, ecalEnergy<6000, nTrk==1 

82.33 80.15 
69.62 
65.86 

maxPE<40, hcalEnergy<22, NReadoutHits<105, 
SummedTightIso<1300, ecalEnergy<6000, nTrk==1 

82.50 80.56 
70.03 
66.25 

maxPE<100, hcalEnergy<14, NReadoutHits<105, 
SummedTightIso<1300, ecalEnergy<6000, nTrk==1 

82.82 81.45 
70.95 
67.07 

Loosening 
/eliminating 

hcalEnergy<14, NReadoutHits<105, SummedTightIso<1300, 
ecalEnergy<6000, nTrk==1 

82.82 81.46 
70.96 
67.09 

hcalEnergy<14, NReadoutHits<105, ecalEnergy<6000, nTrk==1 82.83 81.46 
70.96 
67.09 

hcalEnergy<14, NReadoutHits<106, ecalEnergy<6000, nTrk==1 83.29 81.61 
71.04 
67.10 

hcalEnergy<14, NReadoutHits<106, ecalEnergy<6274, nTrk==1 83.73 81.73 
71.09 
67.10 

Final hcalEnergy<15, NReadoutHits<106, ecalEnergy<6274, nTrk==1 83.77 81.88 
71.26 
67.26 

Table (2): The steps taken after selecting trial 3. Each row represents a successive step, and 
shows the phase of the optimisation procedure they were in, the selection criteria, and the 

resulting efficiency for each mA'. 
 

The final selection criteria are: an Ecal energy under 6274 MeV, an Hcal energy under 15                
MeV, a number of readout hits in the Ecal less than 106, and a single recoil electron track. The                   
signal efficiencies are: 
83.77% for 1 MeV DM, 81.88% for 10 MeV DM, 71.26% for 100 MeV DM, and 67.26% for                  
1000 MeV DM. The result of this method can be seen in Figure (14).  
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Figure (14): the Ecal energy distribution of the final selection criteria. Signal events are in blue, 

with darker colors indicating a heavier mA'. No background events remain. 

Discussion of final criteria 
A very interesting development that arose from the final step of optimization - namely              

loosening the selection criteria - was that the criteria for the maximum number of photoelectrons               
and the sum of energy in isolated cells was made entirely redundant, and thus eliminated. This is                 
probably because the effects that made the number of readout hits, number of tracks, Hcal               
energy, and Ecal energy relevant fully account for those criteria. 

Another interesting development is that every step of optimizing for 1 MeV mA' also              
increased the efficiency for all other masses. This is because once a single electron recoil track is                 
required, the signal samples behave rather similarly, in a way that increasing the efficiency for               
one leads to an increase in efficiency in all others. While for the loosening steps this is a                  
mathematical certainty, this need not necessarily have been the case for balancing maxPE with              
Hcal energy. Since efficiency increases are so related across mA' masses, it is reasonable to               
assume that optimising for one mA' with the procedure in this paper leads to a "good enough for                  
the scope of this paper" optimisation for all other mA'.  

The final selection criteria in this paper should not be used as the selection criteria for the                 
LDMX, but rather a stepping stone. This is due to its numerous limitations and shortcoming.  
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First of all, the photonuclear background sample used only has about 1% of the number               
of background events that the LDMX will record during its Phase II run. This means that there                 
will be several extreme events that were not accounted for in this sample, and hence not covered                 
by these selection criteria. The selection criteria for a sample size of 100% that still filters all                 
backgrounds will likely be more strict, and have a lower signal efficiency. Additionally, the Ecal               
energy criterion of exactly 6274 MeV is background sample specific, and would vary somewhat              
even for different 1% background samples. The other sample criteria might also be somewhat              
sample-specific, albeit to a lesser extent. 

Secondly, the use of a BDT would likely yield a better signal efficiency and smarter               
selection criteria, while still rejecting all backgrounds. This is because a BDT evaluates each              
event individually, whereas the method used here applies broad cuts to every event. However,              
the extent of the benefit of better selection criteria is limited, given the requirement of a single                 
track already cuts the signal efficiencies down significantly. Contrasting this with the final             
selection criteria's signal efficiencies, we get a best-case scenario improvement shown in Table             
(3). 

mA' (MeV) 
Signal efficiency of  
nTrk = 1 (%) 

Signal efficiency of final 
selection criteria (%) 

Maximum possible 
improvement (%) 

1 94.37 83.77 10.6 

10 84.88 81.88 3 

100 72.71 71.26 1.45 

1000 68.07 67.26 0.81 

Table (3): The maximum possible improvement of alternative selection criteria. This is 
calculated by subtracting the signal efficiency of the final selection criteria from the signal 

efficiency of the criterion nTrk = 1. 
 

The third limitation of the selection criteria is rooted in how realistic the simulations are.               
There might be subtle physical phenomena the simulation has not accounted for, or hidden              
instrumental errors, or limitations to calibrations, or any number of other things that could go               
wrong. These will have to be addressed with thorough testing once the LDMX is built and                
operating, followed by a newly optimised set of selection criteria once the specifics are known.  

A final limitation to the selection criteria is non-photonuclear backgrounds. While they            
should be significantly less challenging to weed out, and hence why they were not targeted in                
this paper, they will still need to be filtered from the final set of signal candidates. This requires a                   
change in the selection criteria. Most notably, it is quite likely that the selection criterion for Ecal                 
energy will be significantly lower than 6 GeV, since the vast majority of non-photonuclear              
background events lie at energies above 4 GeV, and the trigger based veto makes the rejection of                 
these events very efficient and economical.  
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Conclusion 
The aim of this thesis was to establish a set of selection criteria for an 8 GeV beam                  

energy at the LDMX. This consisted of exploring the already established 4 GeV selection              
criteria, and adding new and alternative ones, such as the energy deposited in the hcal and the                 
use of individual BDT variables instead of a BDT confidence value. Then, different selection              
criteria were procedurally applied to a sample of ~17 million simulated events to obtain a final                
set of selection criteria. The selection criteria were: an Ecal energy under 6274 MeV, an Hcal                
energy under 15 MeV, a number of readout hits in the Ecal less than 106, and a single recoil                   
electron track.  
 

Outlook 
While this paper establishes a set of selection criteria for an 8 GeV electron beam               

LDMX, this set of selection criteria should only be used as guidance to create a better set. To                  
establish a final set of selection truly fit for finding light dark matter, several things will have to                  
be done. First, the LDMX must be built and tested, and the simulations adjusted to these results.                 
Second, the simulated photonuclear background sample size must be at least the same size as the                
total expected number of photonuclear events during Phase II of the LDMX. Third, a boosted               
decision tree must be implemented to efficiently filter backgrounds. Finally, the exclusion of             
non-photonuclear background events must also be implemented into the selection criteria. Once            
all of that is established, the identification of dark matter at the Phase II of LDMX can finally                  
begin. 
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Appendix A 
 
 
 

 
Figure set (A.1): Ecal energy plots for 1.5 GeV (left) and 3 GeV (right) ecalE selection criteria 
for 8 GeV beams. Efficiencies for each signal mA' variant and background shown in top left of 
each diagram. Background events are in orange, while signal events are in blue, with darker 

colors indicating a heavier mA'. 
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Figure set (A.2): Ecal energy plots for nTrk = 1 selection criteria for 8 GeV beams. Efficiencies 
for each signal mA' variant and background shown in top left. Background events are in orange, 

while signal events are in blue, with darker colors indicating a heavier mA'. 
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Figure set (A.3): the resulting Ecal energy distributions for nTrk = 1, MaxPE < 6, EcalE < 5 GeV 

selection criteria for an 8 GeV beam. Efficiencies for each signal mA' variant and background 
shown in top left. Signal events are in blue, with darker colors indicating a heavier mA'. No 

background events remain. 
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Appendix B 

Full description and plots BDT of variables 
1. NReadoutHits: The total number of cells that were hit. 
2. SummedTightIso: The sum of energy from isolated Ecal cells. Isolated cells are cells that              

show a readout, but their neighbors do not.  
3. ShowerRMS: Represents the general width of the showers in the Ecal.  
4. XStd: Represents the horizontal width of the showers in the Ecal.  
5. YStd: Represents the vertical width of the showers in the Ecal. 
6. DeepestLayerHit: 
7. MaxCellDep: The maximum depth that each shower goes into the Ecal? 
8. AvgLayerHit: The average depth that each shower goes into the Ecal? 
9. StdLayerHit: 
10. SummedDet: This is just the Ecal energy.  
11. passesVeto: Indicates whether or not an event passed the first three 4 GeV selection              

criteria, namely an Ecal energy of less than 1.5 GeV, a single electron recoil track, and a                 
maximum of 4 photoelectrons created in each bar of the Hcal. This is irrelevant to 8 GeV                 
events. 

12. Disc: The confidence value that the BDT gives after taking the other 11 variables into               
account. This is not implemented for 8 GeV. 
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Figure set (B.1): A plot for each of the BDT variables (indicated top  left) after applying the 
loose set of selection criteria nTrk = 1, maxPE < 20, ecalEnergy < 6000 MeV. Background 

events are in orange, while signal events are in blue, with darker colors indicating a heavier mA'. 
Disc and PassesVeto are not included due to missing implementation and irrelevance, 

respectively.  
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Figure set (B.2): A plot for some of the BDT variables (indicated top  left) after applying the 

selection criteria NReadoutHits < 145, SummedTightIso < 1500 MeV, nTrk = 1, maxPE < 20, 
ecalEnergy < 6000 MeV. Background events are in orange, while signal events are in blue, with 

darker colors indicating a heavier mA'. 
 
 

 


